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Executive Summary

The built environment and construction industry, as well as associated professional and educational 
bodies are showing a momentous culture shift, reporting much more awareness and activity around 
climate literacy than what was the case a few years ago. However, for every organisation striving for 
improvement (including undertaking a structured, comprehensive, and critical review of their com-
petence requirements and educational programmes), there are some stuck in ‘business as usual’ 
mode, making only limited, ad-hoc progress.

Some don’t even know where to start - either due to lack of resources within their organisations 
(to dedicate the time needed for a comprehensive review and liaison across their different groups/
departments), or because of a shortfall on holistic expertise around the topics that are 
underpinned by climate change; including climate justice, circular economy, biodiversity, health and 
connectivity - among the heavily referenced energy and carbon, as well as others. This has over 
the recent years, limited some of the leading industry organisations to move beyond their genuine 
commitments onto proper review and implementation of refreshed/new training programmes that 
incorporate core topics every built environment actor should be aware of and uspkilled with.

The existing business models for content creation and delivery additionally prevent the fast 
uptake and dissemination of especially the implementation of such holistic training at scale. Where 
a cross-industry collaboration between various industry organisations, as well as industry and 
academia can collectively lead to this very needed outcome, the organisations fail to land on 
working models and systems that can prove to be financially and mutually beneficial to all parties 
involved. This hinders the delivery of climate-focused education and upskilling at the speed and 
scale it is needed.

The Construction Industry Council (CIC)’s “Carbon Zero: the Professional Institutions’ Climate 
Action Plan” presents a crucial roadmap to support Professional Institutes/Institutions (PIs) in this 
area, with commitments towards a collective end goal, and indication of clear actions provided 
to enable them to create comprehensive action plans that address education and qualification in 
the industry’s fast changing landscape. With supportive actions that facilitate closer/stronger ties 
between industry and academia, this Action Plan can serve as a means to establish the course of 
action for the PIs in order to accelerate industry-wide upskilling, along with other priorities (such as 
establishing new regulatory standards) that will continue to surface as essential actions across the 
built environment sector in the coming years.

There is a need for a forum and a facilitator entity to liaise within and beyond institutions, to iden-
tify programme and content gaps, and how to best fill them, while also encouraging the sharing of 
lessons learnt across the industry and academia. This is a clear area, where the global, transdis-
ciplinary initiative - the Climate Framework (CF) - can continue to bring tremendous value to the 
industry, all those across the sector and the educators in academia.

In addition to offering insights on how the Climate Framework can be utilised as a shared curricu-
lum structure for content creation, this report presents a guidance framework and a roadmap for 
training programme delivery, as well as a series of best practice examples of actions already taken 
by some of the industry organisations to advance built environment professionals’ competence 
around climate change.

https://www.cic.org.uk/
https://www.cic.org.uk/uploads/files/old/cic-carbon-zero-climate-action-plan-for-professional-institutions-7.pdf
https://www.cic.org.uk/uploads/files/old/cic-carbon-zero-climate-action-plan-for-professional-institutions-7.pdf
https://www.climateframework.com/
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Introduction

“It’s vital that we all keep learning throughout our careers, 
so that we understand what’s at stake and how we can help.”              

— Prof. Aaron Gillich, London South Bank University

Education and lifelong learning have been pivotal in the discussions of the built environment 
professionals’ competence agenda, over the recent years. As one of the UK’s leading Higher Ed-
ucation institutions, London South Bank University (LSBU) has been at the forefront in providing 
lifelong learning courses, with a long track record in advancing the built environment education.

LSBU has recently developed a pilot programme for a new model of lifelong learning, with funding 
granted by the Office for Students (OfS). As part of this programme, and as a collaborator to LSBU 
in this effort, Climate Framework (CF) has over the course of several months, undertaken a series 
of interviews with some of the leading industry organisations, and engaged in conversations with 
practitioners, as well as academics to provide a bridge between academia and industry. The aim 
has been to understand the industry’s current state of climate literacy, and to explore how collabo-
rations between industry and academia and/or among organisations can help accelerate the need-
ed reskilling/upskilling across the sector. In this effort, The Cross-Industry Action Group (advancing 
the Climate Framework Initiative) interviewed several Professional Institutes/Institutions, and mem-
ber organisations to gain insights on their climate-change-focused training programmes, together 
with the challenges they may be facing in delivering and/or updating them.

Following the interview process, CF also provided consultancy to LSBU in their course development 
around course content, structuring and scalability of the model created. LSBU’s pilot programme 
developed four, short courses, aimed at built environment professionals (including designers, 
owners, occupiers, facilities managers, and social/public housing employees), as well as tutors and 
university students, who are looking to reskill/upskill specifically for net zero carbon, in relation to 
buildings. Validated by the academic Registration Board in the UK, these 40-credit (each) courses 
are pitched at academic Levels 4-6, as a pathway to higher education and lifelong learning. 
Mapped against the Climate Framework’s structure, and available at the LSBU South Bank Innova-
tion website, these courses include:

• Designing Net Zero Buildings
• Operating Net Zero Buildings
• Procuring Net Zero Buildings
• Leadership & Management for Net Zero Building

Throughout their development process, LSBU also investigated the potential for scaling these 
courses up beyond their current offering. These short courses are therefore, designed to be 
modular and adaptable in pieces, or as whole courses, so that they can be utilised elsewhere 
internally at LSBU. The intent of this course modularisation has been to reduce barriers to higher 
education and expand access to continuing higher education throughout people’s lives. It also 
provides an opportunity for Professional Institutes/Institutions to employ these courses to either fill 
gaps within their existing training programmes, and/or to utilise them as supplementary materials - 
guiding their members to acquire further knowledge around net zero carbon buildings.

https://www.lsbu.ac.uk/
https://www.climateframework.com/
https://assets.website-files.com/5fe9f8945fb88f0a4419903f/626075a198489e6339e36860_Climate%20Framework_Detailed%20Structure.pdf
https://learn.southbankinnovation.co.uk/en-gb/net-zero-short-courses-for-built-environment-professionals-south-bank-innovation
https://learn.southbankinnovation.co.uk/en-gb/net-zero-short-courses-for-built-environment-professionals-south-bank-innovation
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Overview of the Climate Framework + support for it

“The Climate Framework is a much needed initiative to help 
increase the industry’s knowledge base and ensure a consistent 
approach to learning and development. This comprehensive 
resource provides clarity in many areas relevant to both 
sustainability professionals and non-specialists alike.”                                                                              
— Richard Quartermaine, Head of Sustainability, Urban&Civic

The Climate Framework (CF) is a global initiative with the mission to accelerate and improve 
climate-focused education and reskilling/upskilling across the built environment sector. It 
comprises of:

• A taxonomy/structure for climate knowledge, which helps standardise the language, as well 
as education around sustainability and climate change across the built environment. Developed 
in consultation with over 750 individuals all around the world, the Framework contextualizes the 
UN Sustainable Development Goals for 2030 for the built environment, under six overarching 
topics of Human Factors, Circular Economy, Energy + Carbon, Water, Ecology + Biodiversity and 
Connectivity + Transport.

• A shared, online library and a learning platform for climate-focused knowledge and 
education resources that ease the navigation for various built environment audience (including 
practitioners, tutors, students, developers, policy makers, etc.), through a plethora of content 
(currently available in the public domain), and help them find relevant and useful resources, 
learn faster and fill gaps in their own knowledge.

• A consortium of practitioners and academics, working directly with Professional Institutes/
Institutions, Higher Education institutions, and other key industry bodies, to facilitate content 
and knowledge gap analyses, opening-up existing educational/Continuing Professional 
Development (CPD) content (by eliminating siloing and repetition among different 
organisations), and structuring, as well as creating new content. This also includes developing 
tools and processes that make the adoption of the Climate Framework’s taxonomy/structure 
easier for organisations.

https://www.climateframework.com/
https://sdgs.un.org/goals
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The respondents

The respondents of this study, represent a large cross-section of professional organisations in the 
built and natural environment - most of them (but not all) are members of the CIC and signatories 
to the CIC’s joint Climate Action Plan. The Royal Academy of Engineering was additionally 
interviewed for this study, due to its engagement with a number of engineering bodies in the built 
environment, as well as its activities in the fields of climate change education and policy.

Once organisations were identified, the very process of determining the appropriate individuals to 
interview, provided some insights for this study: in many cases, either at first contact, or as part of 
the interview process, the respondents noted that the responsibilities and activities covered by the 
interviews sat across a number of departments - hence, several individuals should be involved as 
respondents. For instance, responsibilities for creating and delivery of training content, technical 
guidance, membership (e.g. chartership requirements) and higher education very often sit within 
different departments of the same organisation. On a number of occasions, when interviews were 
conducted with members of different departments, it allowed these individuals to discover more 
about the activities happening within their own, wider organisation. This challenge of internal 
communication and coordination is not unusual in large organisations, and nowhere near unique to 
the topic of climate change education, but it does highlight the need for wide-reaching efforts and 
concerted actions across and within all organisations.
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The Current State of the Industry

The wider industry context

The Hackitt Review

A new framework is needed to change behaviours and improve 
competencies - with time, creating lasting generational 
change across the entire construction industry.

An important part of the industry’s context is the “Hackitt Review” (published in 2018, following 
the Grenfell Tragedy in the UK), which has led to the increasing emphasis on professional 
competence. The introduction of The Building Safety Act 2022 has enforced new requirements 
for the regulators to facilitate improvements in competence across the industry and building 
inspectors, as well as to create and maintain a committee on industry competency. This Act 
makes it clear that building regulations can impose competence requirements.

While initially driven by safety concerns, it is hoped that The Building Safety Act 2022 will drive 
improvements across the entire construction industry. The Building Safety Bill (under this Act) 
introduces specific provisions for the competency of architects (as it will be refined in regulatory 
documents by the Architects Registration Board (ARB) in the coming years), and also for the 
Professional Institutes/Institutions, such as the Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE), Institution of 
Structural Engineers (IStructE), and the Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers 
(CIBSE) among others that represent the various built environment disciplines/professions.       
The provisions entail reviewing the varied industry professions’ competence requirements, 
and looking at entry-level requirements, as well as ongoing, mandatory Continuing Professional 
Development (CPD)/trainings. This is a shift especially observed in the industry over the recent 
years, where discussions around introducing mandatory CPD requirements on climate change 
have become a part of a wider competence review among the Professional Institutes/Institutions.

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/independent-review-of-building-regulations-and-fire-safety-hackitt-review
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2022/30/contents/enacted
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2022/30/contents/enacted
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2022/30/contents/enacted
https://arb.org.uk/
https://www.ice.org.uk/
https://www.istructe.org/shop/?gclid=Cj0KCQjwjvaYBhDlARIsAO8PkE0U7kp6Y0ysuwB_jL8ZDi9jjJtlBTgTSIyL_H-fiqzZrhpvsS6zNREaAusDEALw_wcB
https://www.istructe.org/shop/?gclid=Cj0KCQjwjvaYBhDlARIsAO8PkE0U7kp6Y0ysuwB_jL8ZDi9jjJtlBTgTSIyL_H-fiqzZrhpvsS6zNREaAusDEALw_wcB
https://www.cibse.org/
https://www.cibse.org/
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Green skills, lifelong learning

“Building clear, accessible and lifelong pathways into 
good, green careers is fundamental to the UK, realising 
a sustainable and just transition to net zero by 2050.”                             

— Green Jobs Taskforce

The UK Government’s Green Jobs Taskforce was launched in November 2020, to set the direction 
for the job market to transition to a high-skilled, low carbon economy. Its “Report to Government, 
Industry and the Skills Sector” (published in 2021) identifies the construction industry as a key 
‘green sector’, and states that a “specific low carbon training is required across all roles, with a 
focus on systems’ design and implementation, inter-trade issues, and competence and quality.                 
This includes every part of the construction supply chain - from planners, architects, engineers, 
construction workers, supervisors and auditors, to occupiers.“

This crucial Taskforce comes in place at a critical time, as recently emerged demands around 
climate-focused skills and solutions reveal the industry’s current shortfall on climate competency. 
The majority of the current workforce is with out-of-date competence that is built on knowledge 
and skills which weren’t even very ‘green’ in the first place. In addition, the industry is complex, 
with a lot of ‘gatekeeper’ and decision-maker roles that give substantial responsibility to only 
a few - for making informed decisions - based on actions completed by others. In this picture, 
it is evident that educating, or upskilling a handful of professionals alone will not suffice, and 
that everyone must be reskilled/upskilled and culturally shifted to effectively remove barriers to 
greener construction industry.

https://www.gov.uk/government/groups/green-jobs-taskforce
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/green-jobs-taskforce-report
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/green-jobs-taskforce-report
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The CIC’s Climate Action Plan

The Construction Industry Council (CIC)’s “Carbon Zero: the Professional Institutions’ Climate 
Action Plan” was launched in 2021, and has been signed by 40 organisations, of which 8 were 
interviewed for this study. The Action Plan includes commitments across a wide range of areas 
where Professional Institutes/Institutions (PIs) have an opportunity and a duty to act, and where 
the actions may be led by the wider industry, with support from the PIs. Considering this, Signatory 
organisations (to this Action Plan) commit to undertaking actions against the recommendations 
organised under 10 Workstreams, among which the criteria listed within Workstream 1, “WS1: 
Education and Qualification” have been this effort’s primary focus. The graphs below present the 
interviewed Signatories’ progress against the CIC’s Action Plan, WS1 criteria.

The following page includes a table where the CIC Climate Action Plan’s commitments are 
illustrated against the career path of a professional, including their Higher Education degree and 
Chartership, together with their ongoing Continuing Professional Development (CPD). (It is important 
to note that the Action Plan does not specifically mention education other than Higher Education, 
nor does it take into account Apprenticeships. This is not a deliberate exclusion; it is rather a 
reflection of the focus the majority of the CIC Members currently have).

Although the Action Plan includes other commitments relevant to raising climate literacy across the 
built environment sector (such as the production of guidance materials), the illustration on the next 
page prioritises activities and actions that directly relate to education and competence, in line with 
this report’s main context.

yes
no
tbc (currently being reviewed)
n/a

yes (using the Climate Framework)
no
yes (partially + informally)
n/a

yes
unknown
n/a

Have you committed to 
mandatory CPDs on climate 
change?

Have you reviewed your training 
offer against the climate 
change agenda?

Have you reviewed the 
degrees you accredit against 
the climate change agenda?

https://www.cic.org.uk/
https://www.cic.org.uk/uploads/files/old/cic-carbon-zero-climate-action-plan-for-professional-institutions.pdf
https://www.cic.org.uk/uploads/files/old/cic-carbon-zero-climate-action-plan-for-professional-institutions.pdf
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Illustration showing the Professional Institutes/Institutions’ (PIs) + the wider industry’s actions (with support from the PIs) on 
climate-related education + training (adapted from the CIC’s “Carbon Zero: the Professional Institutions’ Climate Action Plan”, 2021)

Chartership

Each Professional 
Institute/Institution 
(PI) to review 
learning outcomes 
+ the accreditation 
requirements of 
the relevant degree 
programmes + training 
courses

The PIs’ entrance 
requirements + 
professional membership 
assessments to be 
reviewed + revised (as 
needed) to include 
a threshold, carbon 
literacy/competence 
evaluation/test

The PIs to work towards 
making ongoing CPD on 
climate issues, obligatory 
for all Chartered Members, 
alongside the introduction 
of statutory CPDs 
mandatory, under the new 
Building Safety Regime

Individual PIs to adopt 
+ update discipline-
appropriate CPD 
requirements for net 
zero carbon skills + 
competences for their 
Members

The PIs to support, train 
+ monitor their Members 
with regard to their net 
zero obligations (- an 
action identified in the 
CIC’s Climate Action Plan, 
“WS10: Competence/
Ethics/Advocacy”)

The wider industry to establish a shared CPD 
curriculum, based on the Climate Framework 
structure (including specialist sub-modules)

All institute/institutions + registration body 
agreements to be brokered for professional 
education, to ensure climate change + 
biodiversity competence is achieved as a 
default/minimum requirement

Training materials to be developed + shared, 
supported by the PIs

Higher Education Continuing Professional Development (CPD)

The PIs to work together 
(and with other, relevant 
bodies) to share 
+ implement their 
educational proposals

A cross-industry Climate 
Framework curriculum to 
be agreed + adopted
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https://www.cic.org.uk/uploads/files/old/cic-carbon-zero-climate-action-plan-for-professional-institutions-7.pdf
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/5fe9f8945fb88f0a4419903f/626075a198489e6339e36860_Climate%20Framework_Detailed%20Structure.pdf
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/5fe9f8945fb88f0a4419903f/626075a198489e6339e36860_Climate%20Framework_Detailed%20Structure.pdf
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Progress on delivering the CIC’s Climate Action Plan

“The built environment will only achieve the sustainable 
future we need if we openly share knowledge across the 
industry.” — Will Arnold, Head of Climate Action, IStructE

Signatories to the CIC’s Climate Action Plan have been progressing against the various 
commitments (listed within the overall Plan), which are identified under key, focus areas that are 
being led by the CIC’s Climate Change Committee’s 10 Workstreams (whose members collectively 
contributed to the development of this Action Plan).

Below are some of the examples of the Signatory organisations, delivering on their commitments 
around climate education and reskilling/upskilling, including work supported by the Climate 
Framework (CF).

The RIBA has adopted the CF taxonomy to 
structure all of its climate education content. 
This was done after using the CF to do a gap 
analysis of the Institute’s existing content. 
Introductory recorded sessions on ‘climate 
literacy’ are available at the RIBA Academy 
and are free to access for members, with a 
£10+VAT cost for non-members.

RICS has undertaken a gap analysis, using the 
Climate Framework (CF), prioritising which 
content gaps are most critical to fill first, and 
engaging their members in the process for 
support, content prioritisation and planning.

https://www.architecture.com/
https://riba-academy.architecture.com/ilp/pages/description.jsf?menuId=1106#/users/@self/catalogues/150435/courses/493223/description
https://riba-academy.architecture.com/ilp/pages/description.jsf?menuId=1106#/users/@self/catalogues/150435/courses/493223/description
https://www.rics.org/uk/
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The Current State of Climate 
Education in the Industry

Content creation, format, delivery, assessment, reviews, 
business models + delivery challenges

Content creation

All organisations interviewed have to some extent, been engaging in a process of reviewing, 
updating and/or creating educational content to address the climate challenge. However, despite 
some similarities on certain elements (e.g. the growth in online delivery and the importance 
of flexible and modular content), there is a very wide variety in the models adopted, and how 
systematic these reviews, updates and creations are. Even for those organisations most advanced 
in this process, plans tend to focus on the most immediate needs; thoughts on how content will 
be regularly kept up-to-date, and delivered in a financially sustainable way - while also meeting 
the needs of the industry in the future - are still limited.

All of the interviewed Professional Institutes/Institutions, and other industry organisations 
currently create the majority of their education content in-house.

20% of the interviewed organisations currently commission and/or previously commissioned 
content creation by others - to be released under their own brand. One of these organisations 
also used an agency to turn in-person courses to an online format, speeding up the digitilisation 
and on-demand processes.

20% of the interviewed organisations have a library/resource-hub initiatives in place, for 
collating existing resources from other organisations and making it easier for their members to 
find them.

Only 1 of the interviewed organisations formally endorsed/adopted educational content 
created and published by others. This was via an existing discipline-wide skills’ initiative.

All of the interviewed organisations are interested in being involved in consulting on and/or 
steering any ‘joint industry course’ initiative that might be brought forward in the near future.
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Among the interviewed organisations, there was a broad agreement on the effective formats 
for delivery of the varied content. Many organisations increasingly use an on-demand-
focused and bite-size learning approach for high-level/introductory content, alongside live 
and interactive sessions for the more detailed/specialist content.

There was a general preference for detailed content (rather than high-level/introductory 
content), due to a lack of existing, detailed content. (It was also acknowledged that the 
Professional Institutes/Institutions find detailed content harder and more resource-intensive 
to produce themselves).

It was noted that the audience often seeks out learning when they have a problem to solve 
on a project, or have a requirement in order to be appointed to a project. As such, there 
is a preference for content focused on ‘skills’, with practical ‘how to’s’, rather than broad 
understanding/‘literacy’ and with clear, actionable takeaways. Case studies were therefore, 
often found effective for contextualising the course content in real-life, practical examples.

Most of the organisations commonly use maximum 40-minute sessions for especially ‘self-
paced’ content. A number of the interviewed organisations record one-off talks to make 
them available on-demand. (A key benefit of online content was also noted in regard to 
understanding how learners interact with the content (i.e. which parts they skip, re-read/-
watch, etc.)).

Face-to-face and ‘immersive’ learning programmes with live and/or video lectures, were 
generally considered the most effective for engaging the audience.

Testing knowledge is considered critical by the interviewed organisations, for all types of 
courses/content. There was also a general acknowledgement that quizzes/tests needed to be 
well designed and in-depth (where needed) to test competence in an effective way.

• For online and bite-sized content, quizzes and other knowledge evaluation tools are     
commonly utilised.

• For detailed courses, computer-based or even practice-based exams are considered 
most effective.

Online forums, FAQs, and further reading were all broadly supported by the interviewed 
organisations, for engaging learners, who want to go beyond the provided base course 
content.

Content format, delivery + assessment
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Content reviews

It is essential to review content on a regular basis to ensure 
that the material shared is relevant to the current context.

Processes for reviewing and updating content significantly vary among the interviewed 
organisations. Key insights gathered during this study’s interviews include the following:

50% of the interviewed Professional Institutes/Institutions (PIs) are in the process of 
undertaking a gap analysis and/or are mapping their existing content against the Climate 
Framework structure.

50% of the interviewed organisations had regular reviews (typically once per year, and/or at 
other trigger dates, such as when there are changes to legislation/s). However, well-structured and 
regular processes were far from common-place, with some having no regular reviews of and/or 
updates to their education content.

40% of the interviewed organisations noted that they use surveys, or other audience/member 
feedback platforms (in workshops and/or in roundtable format discussions) to gather feedback, 
identify gaps and improvement areas, and develop strategy for updating existing content and/or 
creating new content (to fill in the gap areas).

https://assets.website-files.com/5fe9f8945fb88f0a4419903f/626075a198489e6339e36860_Climate%20Framework_Detailed%20Structure.pdf
https://assets.website-files.com/5fe9f8945fb88f0a4419903f/626075a198489e6339e36860_Climate%20Framework_Detailed%20Structure.pdf
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Business models + systems hindering cross-industry collaboration + delivery

Lack of effective collaboration and coordination is slowing 
the industry’s progress — including between Professional 
Institutes/Institutions (PIs), departments within PIs, and 
between academia and accreditation bodies.

Climate education needs robust business models to roll it out at scale, and sustain it (especially 
for organisations, whose core income stream is from education, as well as PIs with diverse income 
streams; some from selling education). Resourcing education is already challenging for many PIs, 
both in terms of its production and driving uptake from paying ‘customer’ practitioners. Moreover, 
‘pay-at-point-of-learning’ courses limit uptake. Considering this, accelerating reskilling/re-
education requires more resources, as well as encouragement at scale, for more uptake across the 
industry.

The key challenge for cross-industry sharing of courses lies at the ownership of the material 
created. “Who owns what?” is often the key question that sets a barrier for sharing from day one. 
Existing content will have been produced under certain business models and licensing needs 
to be unpicked to enable them to be shared. In addition, PIs tend to review and endorse only a 
limited amount of courses that are not created by them or specifically for them. And everyone 
uses different systems to talk about and organise climate education content - which poses 
a challenge when it comes to understanding the state of the overall industry professionals’ 
competence. This process also inevitably leads to confusion, for the professionals, in having a 
shared understanding of the concepts, such as net zero carbon. All of this means that it is hard to 
have industry-wide discussions, effectively share content/courses and/or benchmark progress.

Even where content is made adaptable and/or ‘open source’, adoption of a whole course 
(especially a long-form one) may not fit the requirements of an organisation (e. g. not the right 
amount of credits, or not all of the content within the course is relevant for the new audience, 
etc.). As such, it becomes rather difficult to share complete courses between different 
organisations.

How can we scale content co-creation + sharing among various organisations, 
to accelerate closing the existing content/programme gaps + enable upskilling? 
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Current business models for delivering education, both in Higher Education institutions and 
Professional Institutes/Institutions (PIs) - as CPD/upskilling programmes - rely on paid content.

• Higher Education institutions deliver education as their core income stream and therefore, 
offer the most valuable content to paying students.

• With income from membership fees and primarily from CPDs, PIs also charge for most of their 
education content. They however, additionally offer some content - often at introductory/high 
level - free-of-charge, to members (and sometimes even to non-members).

       A number of PIs are currently grappling with how to effectively roll-out new education around 
       mandatory competence requirements (e. g. fire and life safety, climate literacy, ethical 
       practice), and there seems to be a general trend towards exploring how to make it all ‘free-at-
       point-of-learning’.

Below are some examples of how some organisations are already starting to tackle some of the 
challenges mentioned above, including work supported by the Climate Framework:

ICE’s ‘Carbon 
Project’ is a cross-
industry initiative, 
aiming to bring 
together leaders 
and experts 
from across the 
infrastructure 
sector, to accelerate 
progress towards 
net zero, including 
supporting training 
and skill.

The BSE Skills 
Partnership 
presents a 
collaborative 
approach to 
creating and 
disseminating 
standards, 
apprenticeship 
schemes and 
qualification (the 
‘Skills Card’) among 
the mechanical 
service sector 
practitioners.

UKGBC offers 
high-level content 
for free, as part of 
their e-learning 
programme.

The Edge think 
tank makes their 
educational 
presentations and 
lecture content 
available online - via 
‘Colab-CPD’ 

- for free to 
everyone.

https://www.ice.org.uk/
https://www.ice.org.uk/engineering-resources/knowledge-programmes/the-carbon-project/
https://www.ice.org.uk/engineering-resources/knowledge-programmes/the-carbon-project/
https://bseskills.co.uk/
https://bseskills.co.uk/
https://www.skillcard.org.uk/
https://www.ukgbc.org/
https://edgedebate.com/
https://colab-cpd.co.uk/
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Delivery challenges

“Signing up to the CIC’s Climate Action Plan is not just 
endorsing it; it is acting upon it, across all 10 Workstreams — 
including the significant number of actions related to climate 
education and cross-industry collaboration around that. 
Although there has been some progress by some PIs in some 
areas, it’s fair to say that some have progressed more than 
others largely because of a lack of resources and investment by 
many PIs.”— Stephen Hodder MBE, Chairman & Chair of the Climate Change Committee, CIC

Although the CIC’s Climate Action Plan provides a very useful cross-industry agreement (with 
the 40 signatory Professional Institutes/Institutions (PIs)), there has been limited implementation, 
with many PIs still struggling to start actioning on it. Some of the key challenges and barriers 
interviewees (from PIs and other organisations) raised during this study, for this slow progress and 
action, include:

• lack of resources (both human and financial)

• lack of clarity/understanding over what to prioritise and where to start

• desire to own material IP/copyrights

• lack of climate change experts across the industry (to produce content)

These challenges have been further explained on the following pages of this document.

https://www.cic.org.uk/uploads/files/old/cic-carbon-zero-climate-action-plan-for-professional-institutions-8.pdf
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Scale of the challenge

“Courses need to bring people on a journey. We may be 
professionals, but often have little or no understanding about 
what the climate emergency means to our work. We have to 
give people the tools they need to do things differently on a 
day-to-day basis.” — Dr Katherine Ibbotson, Strategic Advisory, WSP representing ICE

Re-educating and reskilling/upskilling the entire construction sector is a huge undertaking, and 
the progress in creating and updating existing resources has been slow - as there is a lack of 
resources (both human and financial) to plan, develop and deliver all the content required. Many 
Professional Institutes/Institutions (PIs) already rely on content contributed to and/or produced 
by members, on a voluntary basis. Knowing where to start and what to prioritise in the industry’s 
fast-changing landscape, has also been a key challenge for many PIs - making it difficult for them 
to allocate resources, even when they are able to do so in limited amounts.

Many organisations have significant amounts of existing education content. Undertaking the 
required gap analyses of this existing content is an immense task - even before updating that 
content, and producing new content for the knowledge gap areas. There is currently a long 
lead time for new courses, with their decision-making, budgeting, designing/creating and (once 
initial courses are implemented) reviewing processes. In addition, there is an ongoing resource 
requirement to keep courses up-to-date, as legislations and best practices change rapidly.

This resource challenge is exacerbated by siloing, which has been leading to duplication of efforts 
over the recent years, especially on new content creation: there is a perception that many PIs still 
want ‘their own versions’ of content, even on topics common to all, or to most - as this has been 
the usual approach. Nonetheless, during our interviews, a number of PIs expressed openness to 
moving away from producing all of their own, unique content and collaborating with others on 
content creation, as well as delivery.

Another key challenge specifically mentioned by the interviewees, was around finding climate 
education experts to write, review and teach courses. The same is true in academia, with tension 
between teaching (which may require lecturers to upskill themselves) and prioritising research. 
In practice, there is a lot of informal peer-to-peer teaching (especially among site operatives), 
leading to perceived ‘grandfather rights’ around handed-down knowledge. This is a concern, as 
new, best practices and technologies are introduced, without practitioners having any prior 
experience on delivering and/or implementing them.
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Market demand + uptake

“There is a group of ‘converted’ (to sustainability) industry 
professionals, who see the value of climate literacy and all the 
training programmes around it. But the wider construction 
sector is the key audience that is needed to bring net zero 
mainstream.” — Elfrida Hamilton-Russell, Director of Leadership and Learning, UKGBC

A divide persists between practitioners and businesses convinced by, and committed to climate 
action and the ‘mainstream’, bulk of the sector, which continues to be ‘hard-to-reach’. Parts of 
the industry tend to not consider the fact that they have a critical role to play in sustainability, as 
they don’t understand how their role (e.g. as procurement professionals, estate agents, building 
managers, M&E installers, etc.) fits into the wider ecosystem of implementing climate action in 
built environment projects.

The sustained and growing demand for climate education over the recent years, is clearly visible 
across the entire construction industry. However, the uptake has been relatively limited. A lack 
of mandatory requirements around climate education and core competencies/skills was noted 
by the interviewees as the key element that slows uptake, because traditionally, sustainability 
competence has not been identified as ‘core’ or ‘mandatory’ by many Professional Institutes/
Institutions (PIs). While many PIs have since 2021, committed to reviewing their competence 
requirements under the CIC’s Climate Action Plan, in almost all the organisations (except for the 
RIBA), this commitment has not yet made its way to making ‘core’ sustainability-focused topics 
mandatory for their members.

In addition, much of the practitioners’ day-to-day work doesn’t yet require specific sustainability 
knowledge, or workflows (e.g. a whole life carbon assessment may do, but general cost modelling 
doesn’t), and much of the sector only (re)trains people when required (e.g. a mandatory 
requirement to win a job, or to retain an accreditation and/or a membership). It can be particularly 
difficult to reach older practitioners and tradespeople, who may consider that reskilling/upskilling 
is not needed, due to their extensive experience in the industry. Moreover, the fragmented and 
sub-contracted structure of contractors makes educating and upskilling site operatives difficult, 
as there are fewer employers to drive learning to employees.

There is a challenge for practitioners to fit learning (even if it is bite-sized) into their working day, 
especially in businesses and sector areas that are not interested in allowing time for climate 
education. There is a need for culture change across the sector, to support time for learning.

https://www.cic.org.uk/uploads/files/old/cic-carbon-zero-climate-action-plan-for-professional-institutions-8.pdf
https://www.architecture.com/knowledge-and-resources/resources-landing-page/mandatory-competences
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Content type + format moving forward

“The industry needs much more detailed help in the form of 
guidance, examples and courses on how to deliver, operate and 
lead on net zero.” — UKGBC

Adopting the right mix of content and format is complex. High-quality, engaging and varied content 
is critical for effective learning - regardless of format and delivery medium. However, quality content 
- especially live/face-to-face - is resource-intensive to produce and deliver.

It is acknowledged that the recent growth in online learning (live and pre-recorded) has opened-
up opportunities to wider audiences, including to those who are not able to visit in-person venues 
in major cities. But this type of content is most effective when it is in combination with more 
interactive, workshop-style and face-to-face content. It is also important to note that in-person 
knowledge sharing and teaching are particularly beneficial for complex and/or ‘hands-on’ subjects.

With the growing knowledge base and resources on numerous, interlinked subject matters 
across the industry, bite-size1 learning has over the recent years, become popular with learners 
and educators - allowing learners to learn at their own pace, and access information quickly on-
demand, around their project work and personal lives. Such learning is sometimes more cost-
effective for educators to produce. However, it is also important to note that it may be more 
vulnerable to ‘just too busy today’ pressure from managers, compared to in-person courses that 
are booked and committed to in advance. With the move to more on-demand, bite-size learning, it 
is critical to implement ways to thoroughly test learning (with quizzes, surveys, etc.) and to provide 
detailed content (with extra reading and/or support), where needed. Content also needs to be easy 
for practitioners to discover. Being able to find and access the right content, when it is needed, 
is important - especially at project inception, when briefing, procurement, and team member 
decisions are made and where people can have the most influence on the project’s sustainability 
outcomes. Creating the right content is also challenging because the audience is often at various 
different starting points of knowledge, experience and expertise - which poses difficulties for 
creating and delivering courses and collectively assessing outcomes.

There is a need for detailed courses — although high-level understanding is useful, teaching 
‘core skills’ that are immediately and practically actionable is critical. This is especially 
important as some people may only have time to learn ‘core skills’.

1‘Bite-size’ learning is a teaching approach, using short (typically 1-20-minute), very focused, on-demand/‘self-serve’ blocks 
of content, which is typically accessed online.
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The Way Forward

A new, cross-industry model

A common curriculum + a roadmap

“Climate emergency education needs a strong, collective voice 
in driving forward sustainable futures.” — Aled Williams, Executive 
Director of Innovation and Partnerships, UCEM and CIC Champion, Education

The built environment sector needs a seismic shift in climate education and skills to tackle the 
climate and biodiversity emergencies. There is just too much to do for any organisation to do it all 
alone - especially for smaller organisations that will likely struggle, due to their limited capacity.

It is evident that the industry needs a new model - one that effectively shares lessons learnt, 
pools resources going forward, and avoids duplication - collectively accelerating the pace of 
change across the entire built environment sector.

The only way we are going to achieve anything is by doing 
more of this (what Climate Framework and LSBU are piloting). 
PIs have to start somewhere, even if it’s not yet perfect.

Innovation is needed in business models around education, to enable collaborative production 
and delivery of content, as well as general teaching, so that barriers to learning can be removed. 
The new, cross-industry approach must be viable within the realities of the industry today, as well 
as long-term.

There is a strong, broad-base support for such a new approach, with 70% of organisations 
interviewed already using and supporting the Climate Framework, and/or planning to adopt it 
soon.

How can we scale the adoption of Climate Framework as the common 
curriculum structure across the built environment sector and the related 
academia, to build the foundations of a holistic climate knowledge?

https://www.climateframework.com/
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Challenges                                                                  Solutions

1.  Mutual adoption of a shared/common 
‘curriculum’ - the Climate Framework - 
and recognition of existing content, to 
reduce duplicate efforts + content
2.  A network of content creators (both 
from industry + academia) + subject 
matter experts, as well as a ‘match-
making’ service between organisations 
to pool resources

Business 
models + 

systems hinder 
cross-industry 
collaboration + 

delivery.

1.  Substantial 
resources are 

needed to 
create + deliver 

content.

2.  Course costs 
must be balanced 
to ensure revenue 
streams, without 
limiting uptake.

1.  New + cooperative business models 
+ licensing with clear ownership of 
courses
2.  A profit-share approach for paid, joint 
courses

There is a lack 
of common + 
collaborative 
approach + 
resources.

1.  Organisations 
work in silos 
+ duplicate 

content.

Content is 
inaccessible + 

suitable for all, at 
different career 

stages.

1.  Introductory 
vs. specialised 

content must be 
differentiated + 

delivered in 
various formats.

2.  Quality 
assurance is 

needed for all 
available 
content.

A single, common, and reviewed online 
library of resources -  the Climate Library 
- can be further developed into a global, 
cross-industry learning platform.

1.  Modular content/courses, usable 
individually and/or stackable as part of 
complete course programmes
2.  A system/platform, allowing 
organisations to review + approve/
endorse content block-by-block

There is a lack 
of market 
demand + 

uptake.

1.  Mandatory 
competencies 

are not yet widely 
implemented.

2.  Time 
pressures in 

day-to-day work 
hinder fast-pace 

re/upskilling.

1.  Professional Institutes/Institutions to 
commit to the CIC’s Climate Action Plan 
+ adopt/align to Climate Framework 
structure for their CPD Programmes
2.  Freely accessible (as much as 
possible) content that is relevant to + 
that can easily fit within day-to-day work

2.  There isn’t 
enough expert 
educators to 

address the scale 
of the challenge.

https://assets.website-files.com/5fe9f8945fb88f0a4419903f/626075a198489e6339e36860_Climate%20Framework_Detailed%20Structure.pdf
https://www.climateframework.com/library-intro
https://www.cic.org.uk/uploads/files/old/cic-carbon-zero-climate-action-plan-for-professional-institutions-8.pdf
https://assets.website-files.com/5fe9f8945fb88f0a4419903f/626075a198489e6339e36860_Climate%20Framework_Detailed%20Structure.pdf
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Modular content structure

“We don’t think there needs to be a big difference between 
content for those in higher education and in practice; by being 
collaborative about content creation and smart about how 
content is structured, we can avoid duplication.” — RIBA

The ability to straightforwardly reuse and reorganise content presents significant benefits for 
accelerating climate education. However, current structuring of courses and their content makes 
this process rather difficult.

It is important that content is structured into standardised, modular ‘content blocks’, which 
can each be mapped against the Climate Framework’s structure, tagged with key information, 
individually validated/endorsed (e.g. by Professional Institutes/Institutions (PIs), wishing to adopt 
them as CPDs, or pathways to membership) and be reused under open licences.

“There would be a real benefit in baseline qualifications, giving 
people base knowledge and experience, and then additional 
short courses as more specialist bolt-ons to the emerging 
technologies. Having both is key!” — Helen Yeulet, Director of Training and Skills, 

BESA

By collectively creating an open library of modular ‘content blocks’, organisations can find and 
adopt existing content (where available) and focus their resources on just creating new content to 
fill in the gaps.

‘Content blocks’ can be slightly revised/‘versioned’ without needing re-approval from all endorsing 
parties (with an oversight potentially provided by an agreed education organisation, acting as the 
steward). More significant changes to the ‘content blocks’ would trigger re-approvals being required.

LSBU has produced four pilot, short courses, focusing on net zero carbon.     
These courses are structured into ‘content blocks’, each mapped onto the      
Climate Framework’s structure, and are made up of existing, as well as new 
content produced by LSBU. LSBU will continue to update the climate change and 
net zero content across their built environment courses.

https://assets.website-files.com/5fe9f8945fb88f0a4419903f/626075a198489e6339e36860_Climate%20Framework_Detailed%20Structure.pdf
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Scalable content + engaging delivery formats

Engaging, high-quality content that is accessible (in the best format for the targeted audience) 
is critical for delivering education - especially in ‘hard-to-reach’ parts of the built environment 
sector.

Key points raised by the interviewees during this study, include:

It is important to have a carefully considered course structure, before starting to create 
new content.

Courses should be interactive and varied in content for all levels and backgrounds.

Courses should be in different formats; online webinars/events, in-person presentations, 
reading material, etc.

Course content must be relevant to the challenges practitioners may face in projects.

All courses must be easy to re-watch/read online, when needed.                                          
They must be provided in a familiar interface/format (e.g. Vimeo, YouTube, PDF), where 
learners can easily pick-up where they have left off.

Pre-recorded courses must have a FAQs section, or a ‘live chat’ function to ask 
questions. (Inclusion of a reading list of, and online links to the related/further resources 
would also help).

Clear, practical learning outcomes must be defined for each course, to enable 
practitioners to immediately implement the acquired knowledge in their projects.

Case studies must be included to bring real-life examples of the application of the 
knowledge shared in courses.

Courses must be well-designed with visuals and infographics.

Key information (e.g. infographics, tables, summary of the course) should be individually 
accessible/downloadable for quick and easy reference.

10.

9.

8.

7.

6.

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.
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Climate Framework structure, support + tools

“There is a real opportunity to get the industry to buy into 
a common source of information that is structured and 
formatted in a consistent way.” — Robin Nicholson, Convenor, The Edge

The Climate Framework structure provides a standard, adoptable system for organising, naming, 
and classifying/categorising climate education and content across the built environment sector. It 
is useful for both educators and learners:

-   For educators, it provides a tool to map and find gaps in existing content; prioritise and plan 
new content; and structure collaboration with other organisations/departments (within the same 
organisation), to deliver climate education fast, better and within often limited resources.

-   For learners, it provides a way to easily understand their existing knowledge and skills, identify 
gaps around these and effectively plan for their climate learning journeys.

Taxonomy of headings (‘tiers’)

Recognising that varying degrees of knowledge and skills exist across the sector, the Climate 
Framework is organised into a taxonomy of standard headings, which are called ‘tiers’. This tiered 
structure enables content creators to identify specific learning outcomes and delivery methods 
that are most effective and suitable for upskilling learners. The aim of each tier is as follows:

To raise awareness, 
develop basic knowledge + 
understanding

Tier 1 - Climate Aware

To gain industry-specific 
knowledge + skills, together 
with the ability to apply this 
in practice/academic work

Tier 2 - Climate Adopter

To develop a well-rounded 
knowledge base + build 
expertise, together with 
the ability to analyse, 
evaluate + use the 
knowledge gained in 
a creative manner

Tier 3 - Climate Expert

https://assets.website-files.com/5fe9f8945fb88f0a4419903f/626075a198489e6339e36860_Climate%20Framework_Detailed%20Structure.pdf
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Specialist topics + overlays (‘custom headings’)

Climate Framework is a continuously evolving taxonomy.

Climate knowledge and consequently the related education continues to evolve with 
advancements in scientific evidence, industry insights and built environment data. Aimed to 
ensure its specialist topics respond to these advancements, although its overarching Tier 1 + 2 
level topics will always remain the same for the construction industry, the Climate Framework 
taxonomy enables specialist (Tier 3 level) topics to be customised in order to respond to and 
reflect the required changes. These changes may be as a result of new evidence presented by the 
climate science, and/or due to an organisation’s specific focus area. Through consultation with The 
Cross-Industry Action Group, these ‘custom headings’ for specialist topics may be incorporated 
into the taxonomy of the Climate Framework’s standard headings - an excerpt of which is 
presented below.

Health + Wellbeing
     Air Quality
Biophilia + Sense
     Natural Forms
User Experience
     Occupancy Patterns
Communities
     Equitable Transition
Social Value
     Return on Invest-
ment

Resource Efficiency
     The R’s of Circularity
Flexibility + Adaptability
     Prefabrication
Waste as a Resource
     Waste-to-Product
Impacts
     Carbon + Chemicals
Sourcing
     Social Procurement

Passive Design
     Microclimate
Active Design + Systems
     Energy Demand
Whole Life Carbon
     Upfront Impacts
Carbon Offsetting
     Carbon Accounting
Iterative Design
     Energy Modelling

Water Cycle
     Water Sources + Use
Water Recycling + Reuse
     Wastewater Treat-
ment
Water Harvesting
     Rainwater Uses
Water Pollution
     Prevention + Control
Climate Change Impacts
     Water Scarcity

Biodiversity
     Habitat Evaluation
Nature-based Solutions
     Ecosystem Services
Land Use
     Urban Density
Bioregional Planning
     Place-based Design
Food Production
     Productive Land-
scapes

Site Location
     Brownfield Sites
Compact Development
     Walkability
Infrastructure + Planning
     Mobility Hubs
Low Carbon Transport
     Active Travel
Future Transportation
     Alternative Fuels

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

https://assets.website-files.com/5fe9f8945fb88f0a4419903f/626075a198489e6339e36860_Climate%20Framework_Detailed%20Structure.pdf
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Classification of content (‘tags’)

All the climate education initiatives/courses/content can be mapped onto the Climate Framework 
(CF), using the Climate Framework Mapping Tool. A course, or a part of a course might map onto 
(‘tagged with’) one (or more than one) of the CF heading/s.

The CF system also provides a set of additional ‘tags’ to classify content, as presented below:

Climate Framework Heading (with many topics + others that are applicable)

Audience (architect, engineer, contractor, educator, student, occupier, regulator, etc.)

Duration (estimated time to read/listen/watch the content)

Level of Detail/Difficulty (basic (Tier 1) , intermediate (Tier 2), advanced (Tier 3))

Media Type (document, book, video, tool, etc.)

Project Stage (Stage 1/Preparation + Briefing, Stage 2/Concept/Schematic Design, etc.)

Quality (number of peer-reviews)

Relevance to the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) for 2030

https://www.climateframework.com/
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Levels of adoption

Organisations may consider the following levels of adoption for supporting the Climate 
Framework (CF) Initiative and implementing the CF structure as part of their CPD/education/
training programme/s:

level 0 initial support

full adoptionlevel 3

level 1 light adoption

level 2 moderate adoption

The organisation:

• has made internal commitments to adopt the Climate 
Framework structure,

• publicly supports the Climate Framework Initiative, and

• has made a substantial start to reviewing how it can adopt 
the Framework structure into its CPD/education/training 
programme/s.

The organisation:

• has begun to use the Clime Framework, and

• has internally implemented at least one aspect of the 
Framework (e.g. using CF headings to organise and/or 
tag/categorise all of their existing climate-focused CPD/
education/training content).

The organisation:

• has adopted one or more additional (to ‘Level 1 - Light 
Adoption’) aspect/s of the Climate Framework (e.g. 
developing a new content, based on some of the CF 
headings).

The organisation:

• has adopted/implemented all aspects of the Climate 
Framework (e.g. all content is comprehensively organised 
and tagged against CF), and

• content is produced, as well as released, following the CF’s 
‘principles and spirit’ of collaboration and de-siloing (with 
accessible and modular materials that are shared, where 
needed and possible).

https://www.climateframework.com/
https://www.climateframework.com/
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Tools

“Climate Framework is a great initiative, and a very useful 
tool to create content for the industry’s continuing education.” 
— Justin Sullivan, Chair of the Construction Industry Council

The Climate Framework Initiative has over the last few years, developed a series of tools to help 
guide both educators and learners in their ‘climate journeys’. Some of these tools include:

The Cross-Industry Action Group (advancing the Climate Framework Initiative) additionally 
offers support to organisations to help them identify their content gaps and work through their 
existing/new content structuring. Leveraging the Climate Framework Community’s wider network, 
the Group also connects organisations and individuals to one another, enabling a collaborative 
approach for creating new content and/or assisting them in filling knowledge gaps that they may 
have - often in specialist subject matter areas.

The Climate Framework Structure, which was developed in consultation with over 750 
individuals across the global built environment sector, including representatives from 
academia and industry. The structure provides a framework, as well as a taxonomy of 
topics that organisations should cover in their education/training programmes, in order to 
enable individuals to have a high-level understanding of all the interrelated topics around 
‘sustainability’, so that they can effectively and meaningfully address the challenges brought 
by climate and biodiversity emergencies, among other, global pressures.

The Climate Library, which is envisioned to be a hub of knowledge, signposting to 
content created by other organisations and individuals all around the world. With content 
categorised under specific topics of the Framework, and tagged against key themes, the 
intent is to facilitate finding the most effective climate-focused resources. The peer-
reviewed resources (by industry and academic experts within The Cross-Industry Action 
Group) offer quality assurance on the content presented. The Library is also a great place to 
see the organisations that are advancing the climate change agenda, across the global built 
environment sector, by sharing their resources.

The Climate Framework Mapping Tool, which is created to help organisations - with the 
support of The Cross-Industry Action Group - map their existing CPD/education/training 
programmes against the Climate Framework topics.

https://www.climateframework.com/join-us
https://assets.website-files.com/5fe9f8945fb88f0a4419903f/626075a198489e6339e36860_Climate%20Framework_Detailed%20Structure.pdf
https://www.climateframework.com/library-intro
https://www.climateframework.com/
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Business model innovation

“We need to support any school of architecture that needs to 
increase their climate knowledge by whatever means we can.”                                           
— Jenny Russell, Director of Education and Learning, RIBA

As an industry, we need innovation around robust business models for climate education. Effective 
education needs high-quality content, which is resource-intensive to produce, roll-out at scale 
and sustain the delivery of. The construction industry’s current models for funding and resourcing 
the creation and delivery of climate education are not effective, and siloed resources lead to 
slow progress and duplication. In the current approach, the content is hard to find and ‘pay-at-
point-of-learning’ limits uptake. It is also acknowledged that viable business models may vary 
significantly between organisations, but the following principles should underpin their foundations:

Considering climate education as a ‘mission’ and market placement subject, not as a 
direct income stream. Other income streams (e.g. membership fees) can potentially 
support climate education (and related content creation and delivery).

Making content free at ‘point-of-learning’, wherever possible. This might involve mak-
ing introductory, intermediate, and mandatory competence content free-to-access; and 
only long-form, specialist content pay-to-access. (Alternatively, the same content can be 
made free online, and paid for in-person version of it).

Where direct monetisation is needed to resource content creation, or delivery, 
implementing models and systems that enable licensing, so other organisations can 
disseminate the content

Collaborating with other organisations to pool resources. For example:

-   acquiring existing content from other organisations, in turn, sharing one’s content, and/
or collectively creating new content with on-going, formal partnerships for delivery and 
engagement of outside, expert bodies to accelerate content creation
-   partnerships with organisations that would benefit from better climate education for 
their audience (e.g. large contractors and/or manufacturers)
-   partnerships, or a ‘climate education coop’ to effectively manage long-term 
collaborations for content creation, licensing, hosting and dissemination
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UCEM has launched an online “Energy and Carbon in the Built Environment” 
course (mapped onto the Climate Framework’s Energy + Carbon overarching topic, 
at Tier 1-2 level), positioning this free content as complementary to their paid 
for in-person courses. This enables UCEM to improve their profile and visibility, 
as a climate educator in the built environment. (From early 2023, four ‘new’ paid 
modules - derived from this original content - will be available at UCEM’s website).

UKGBC is exploring making all its climate-focused courses free — reconsidering 
it as a marketing and mission-related work, rather than as a direct income stream.        
They hope to significantly increase uptake and market-reach, especially for ‘hard-
to-reach’ parts of the built environment sector.

RAEng is providing a forum for engineering institutions to share experience on 
educational initiatives. This could also act as a platform for shared content, for 
example on cross-cutting topics, such as ethics.

Industry examples

RICS has carried out a gap analysis of skills, as well as the guidance they provide 
on sustainability and climate change to its members. They are engaging with 
members on priorities to fill these identified gaps - with a series of roundtable 
sessions to inform their plans.

CIBSE has carried out a review of their existing training content against the Climate 
Framework topics, to identify priorities for creation and review of content. They 
have engaged their trainers in the process and are working across departments 
(training, membership and technical) to deliver on this.

https://www.ucem.ac.uk/energy-and-carbon-in-the-built-environment/
https://www.ukgbc.org/ukgbc-e-learning/
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A roadmap for professional institutes/institutions

The roadmap below and on the following pages sets out how a Professional Institute/Institution 
(PI) can explore and implement the recommendations within this report, including how The Cross-
Industry Action Group, as well as others (supporting the Climate Framework Initiative) can assist in 
this process:

Sign-up to the CIC’s Climate Action Plan, or equivalent commitments.

1

• The PIs to work towards making ongoing CPDs on climate issues 
        mandatory for all Chartered Members

• Individual PIs to adopt + update discipline-appropriate 
        CPD requirements for holistic sustainability (with immediate focus 
        on net zero carbon) skills + competences for their Members

Mandatory CPDs

2

• The cross-industry Climate Framework curriculum to be agreed + 
        consistently adopted by all PIs, to build new and/or expand on their 
        existing CPD programmes

• Training materials to be updated, developed + shared, supported by 
the PIs

Training Material

Publicise your commitments!
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Outline an implementation plan to deliver the commitments.

3

• Engage the department in charge of setting the entry + CPD 
        requirements (often called “membership”, or “competence” team/s) +  
        the employees in charge of updating, creating + offering content 
        (often called the “training” team)

• Ensure the “membership/competence” + “training” team collaborate 

Actors within your Organisation

4

• Engage your relevant advisory committees, trainers + possibly      
beyond, to identify what they recommend prioritisation + how they 
can help you in this process

• Reach out to other PIs, individually, and/or as part of one of the 10 
CIC Workstreams, or other industry/academia groups

Actors outside of your Organisation

Collaborate with others!

...continued
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Evaluate the resourcing need.

5

• Identify who will lead this effort + deliver against the defined actions

• Conduct an initial review of your existing training offer + content 
against the Climate Framework’s structure

• Assess whether you need additional resources - within 
        departments, or to co-ordinate across departments, or volunteers 
        and/or contracted, expert individuals/organisations - to review, 
        update + create content (as needed)

Initial Resource Plan

6

• Identify a timeline; specific tasks; high, medium and low priority 
actions against each commitment

• Take into account externalities, such as reviews + accreditations by 
other bodies

Detailed Roadmap

Plan it well!

...continued

https://assets.website-files.com/5fe9f8945fb88f0a4419903f/626075a198489e6339e36860_Climate%20Framework_Detailed%20Structure.pdf
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Deliver on your commitments.

7

• Identify your organisation’s mandatory CPD route: 
       -  “number of hours” route is easier, but it has no guarantee of            
       competence + impact in practice.
       -  “reflective assessments” potentially demand more resources, but they 
       are effective in understanding both knowledge + skills of an individual.

8

• Conduct a detailed review of your existing training programme 
headings by mapping it against the Climate Framework’s structure     
(at Tier 2 level)* + identify topic gaps + priorities

           See the Climate Framework Mapping Tool

• Conduct a detailed review of your existing training content +                 
update and/or create new content (as needed). And revise your 

        original timeline + resources accordingly.

Mandatory CPDs

Training Material

*Refer to pages 27 + 28 for the explanation of the different ‘tiers’.

Don’t forget to train the trainers! 

...continued

https://assets.website-files.com/5fe9f8945fb88f0a4419903f/626075a198489e6339e36860_Climate%20Framework_Detailed%20Structure.pdf
https://www.climateframework.com/
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Ask the right questions + plan your roadmap.

?

Does your organisation cover all the Climate Framework (CF) topics, 
or are there any gaps?
Some topics may not seem directly relevant to your Members, but the 
CF was developed to provide a holistic overview of the core, inter-
linked, climate-focused topics within the built environment context. 
While it may not be a high priority today, filling existing gaps at least at 
a high-level (Tier 1*), should be part of your short-term plans.

Are there topics where you have gaps in terms of Tier 1 + 2 levels,           
compared to what your members need for competence?
The industry aims to achieve a Tier 2 level competence on all the     
topics covered within the Climate Framework.

Is your organisation well placed to offer content to fill any existing 
gap, or would this be best filled by others and/or jointly with others?
You may for example, review and adopt content created by another 
organisation, or commission them to create it for you or collaborate 
with them to jointly create the required content.
   The Climate Framework Mapping Tool can help you identify your         
   content/topic gaps.

How can you categorise your priorities for filling topic and/or     
content gaps for short-, medium- and long-term actions? 
There may not be gaps in the topics that your organisation covers, but 
there may be some in your content, which may be out-of-date. For 
example, a course on “passive design for low carbon buildings” from a 
few years ago, may need an update to the language and refinement of 
the content - in order to reflect the Net Zero Carbon agenda.

How will you structure your new content and your training offer? 
You may design your content and training programme to be 
modular, to work flexibly around lifelong learning and for different 
entry levels.
   See the ‘content format, delivery + assessment’ section of the report   
   for recommendations.

Key Questions

*Refer to pages 27 + 28 for the explanation of the different ‘tiers’.

...continued
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Industry examples

A few industry examples/scenarios demonstrate how the recommendations included in this 
report, can be implemented by various organisations alone, and/or in partnerships with others - 
both in industry and/or academia:

    A Professional Institute/Institution (PI) wants to integrate climate education into its mandatory 
membership requirements. They undertook a gap analysis of their existing education content — both 
for CPDs and university courses they endorse, as pathways to membership. They pool resources with a 
number of university departments (already running relevant courses) to agree the new requirements, and 
plan new content needed to fill the gaps. The new content is structured as ‘content blocks’ - enabling 
many to be used both for higher education and CPDs, and reused by other organisations going forward.

    A group of small PIs, which haven’t had the resources to start tackling climate education, are pooling 
resources among them, to allocate a decent budget to this effort. To make their collective budget go 
further, they adopt off-the-shelf courses, previously created by other PIs, wherever they can. Due to their 
limited, in-house staff resources, these PIs work with higher education content creators to develop their 
new content quickly. With the costs of producing content reduced/shared, ongoing costs are covered 
from membership fees, and this encourages all members to take the courses ‘free-at-point-of-learning’.

   A large PI needs to deliver specialist climate education content for its members. The task is a huge 
undertaking with lots of specialist expertise required, and they have very little existing content that is 
available to adopt. This particular PI teams up with a group of manufacturers - all currently dealing with 
significant costs from defective designs/installations - who are willing to provide some funding, if the 
course is available for free for site operatives. The content is released online for free, with the PI running 
paid, in-person teaching options as well.

    A big academic institution wants to create a new, long-form course. The organisation has already 
begun structuring content as ‘content blocks’ and mapping it against the Climate Framework’s structure. 
Many ‘content blocks’ have already been validated and endorsed by various PIs as CPDs and/or as 
contributing to their membership requirements. The institution integrates existing ‘content blocks’ from 
its own library and the Climate Framework’s network - complemented by new content it produces. This 
facilitates a dramatic acceleration of the launch of the new course. It also enables them to better market 
the course/content — both as a single, long-form course and as an on-demand, bite-size CPD. In this 
manner, the institution is also able to offer learners (who already have taken some of these ‘content 
blocks’) to fast-track their learning.

https://assets.website-files.com/5fe9f8945fb88f0a4419903f/626075a198489e6339e36860_Climate%20Framework_Detailed%20Structure.pdf
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Conclusion

Climate-focused education and upskilling across the built environment sector and academia, is an 
essential ingredient of the sector’s success in its full decarbonisation (the latest by 2050), to avert 
graver than today planetary damage. It is an area that needs to be urgently and rigorously tackled, 
not only to close the knowledge and skills gaps that currently exist across the sector, but also to 
ensure there is an alignment of expectations, as well as a continuum between knowledge and skills 
acquired in academia (i.e. what the students are taught) and industry (i.e. what the professionals 
need to be equipped with in order to competently deliver their day-to-day work).

Another reason why embracing climate-focused education now is so critical, is because - 
considering that built environment projects take on average 5-6 years from inception to 
construction completion - the industry simply does not have the luxury of time to trial and test 
solutions at scale, especially if we are to make the biggest leap of transformation within this dec-
ade. Skills that would have been typically acquired and/or nurtured (if existing) through 
practical experiences across several years, would now need to be developed in a fast-tracked 
manner, with the substantial support of climate-focused education and knowledge sharing pre-
sented with case studies, as well as other means.

The study summarised in this report presents insights gathered across (a small number, but 
relatively influential) leading UK Professional Institutes/Institutions and academic institutions, with 
a total number of more than 355,110 members and even a wider reach beyond that. The experi-
ences and perspectives shared in this study by the interviewees, together with the experience of 
The Cross-Industry Action Group (gained through researching, discussing, networking and im-
plementing the Climate Framework globally, over the last 2 years) conclude the following as key 
actions needed to enable the acceleration of climate-focused knowledge and upskilling across 
the built environment sector actors:

• enable a culture change across the sector, to support time for learning,

• adopt a shared curriculum structure of the Climate Framework to consistently cover the 
same ground of knowledge throughout the entire sector,

• adopt business models that allow for/promote collaboration between organisations to fill 
the existing knowledge and content gaps more effectively and in a greater pace,

• provide detailed courses/content (with practical examples) that advance ‘core skills’, and 
ensure their format and delivery are appropriately customised to varied user needs,

• collaborate with others within and beyond the built environment sector, as well as 
relevant academia, and

• get started! The task is huge, but this document provides some key guidance on where to 
start, how to identify priorities and break down commitments into smaller actions, as well 
as learn from existing examples.
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